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全真模拟试题

[英语（一）]

1． 考生必须严格遵守各项考场规则.

2． 答题前，考生应将答题卡上的“考生姓名”、“报考单位”、“考生编号”等信息填写清楚，

并与准考证上的一致.

3． 答案必须按要求填涂或写在指定的答题卡上.

（1）客观题的答案填涂在答题卡（一）上，主观题的答案写在答题卡（二）上.

（2）填涂部分应该按照答题卡上的要求用 2B 铅笔完成.如要改动，必须用橡皮擦擦干净.

书写部分必须用（黑）色字迹钢笔、圆珠笔、或签字笔在答题卡上作答.

4． 答题卡严禁折叠.考试结束后，将答题卡（一）和答题卡（二）一起放入原试卷袋中，

试卷交给监考人员.

考生注意事项
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SectionⅠ Use of English

Directions：

Read the following text. Choose the best word(s) for each numbered blank and mark A, B, C
or D on ANSWER SHEET. (10 points)

Thinner isn’t always better. A number of studies have __1___ that normal-weight people are
in fact at higher risk of some diseases compared to those who are overweight. And there are health
conditions for which being overweight is actually ___2___. For example, heavier women are less
likely to develop calcium deficiency than thin women. ___3___ among the elderly, being
somewhat overweight is often an ___4___ of good health.

Of even greater ___5___ is the fact that obesity turns out to be very difficult to define. It is
often defined ___6___ body mass index, or BMI. BMI ___7 __ body mass divided by the square
of height. An adult with a BMI of 18 to 25 is often considered to be normal weight. Between 25
and 30 is overweight. And over 30 is considered obese. Obesity, ___8___,can be divided into
moderately obese, severely obese, and very severely obese.

While such numerical standards seem 9 , they are not. Obesity is probably less a matter of
weight than body fat. Some people with a high BMI are in fact extremely fit, 10 others with a
low BMI may be in poor 11 .For example, many collegiate and professional football
players 12 as obese, though their percentage body fat is low. Conversely, someone with a
small frame may have high body fat but a 13 BMI.

Today we have a(an) _14 _ to label obesity as a disgrace. The overweight are
sometimes 15 in the media with their faces covered. Stereotypes 16 with obesity
include laziness, lack of will power, and lower prospects for success. Teachers, employers, and
health professionals have been shown to harbor biases against the obese. 17 very young
children tend to look down on the overweight, and teasing about body build has long been a
problem in schools.

Negative attitudes toward obesity, 18 in health concerns, have stimulated a number of
anti-obesity 19 . My own hospital system has banned sugary drinks from its facilities,
making it impossible to purchase a non-diet soft drink there. Many employers have instituted
weight loss and fitness initiatives. Michelle Obama has launched a high-visibility
campaign 20 childhood obesity, even telling Dr. Oz that it represents our greatest national
security threat.
1.[A]denied[B]concluded[C] doubled [D] ensured

2. [A] protective [B] dangerous [C] sufficient [D]troublesome

3. [A] Instead [B] However [C] Likewise [D] Therefore

4. [A] indicator [B] objective [C] origin [D] example

5. [A] impact [B] relevance [C] assistance [D] concern
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6. [A] in terms of [B] in case of [C] in favor of [D] in of

7. [A] measures [B] determines [C] equals [D] modifies

8. [A] in essence [B] in contrast [C] in turn [D] in part

9. [A] complicated [B] conservative [C] variable [D] straightforward

10. [A] so [B] unlike [C] since [D] unless

11. [A] shape [B] spirit [C] balance [D] taste

12. [A] start [B] quality [C] retire [D] stay

13. [A] strange [B] changeable [C] normal [D] constant

14. [A] option [B] reason [C] opportunity [D] tendency

15. [A] employed [B] pictured [C] imitated [D] monitored

16. [A] [B] combined [C] settled [D] associated

17. [A] Even [B] Still [C] Yet [D] Only

18. [A] despised [B] corrected [C] ignored [D] grounded

19. [A] discussions [B] businesses [C] policies [D] studies

20. [A] for [B] against [C] with [D] without

Section II Reading Comprehension
Part A
Directions:
Read the following five texts. Answer the questions below each text by choosing A, B, C, D. Mark
your choice on ANSWER SHEET 1. (40 points)

Text 1
Technically, any substance other than food that alters our bodily or mental functioning is a drug.

Many people mistakenly believe the term drug refers only to some sort of medicine or an illegal

chemical taken by drug addicts. They don't realize that familiar substances such as alcohol and

tobacco are also drugs. This is why the more neutral term substance is now used by many

physicians and psychologists. The phrase "substance abuse" is often used instead of "drug abuse"

to make clear that substances such as alcohol and tobacco can be just as harmfully misused as

heroin and cocaine.

We live in a society in which the medicinal and social use of substances (drugs) is pervasive:

an aspirin to quiet a headache, some wine to be sociable, coffee to get going in the morning, a
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cigarette for the nerves. When do these socially acceptable and apparently constructive uses of a

substance become misuses? First of all, most substances taken in excess will produce negative

effects such as poisoning or intense perceptual distortions. Repeated use of a substance can also

lead to physical addiction or substance dependence. Dependence is marked first by an increased

tolerance, with more and more of the substance required to produce the desired effect, and then by

the appearance of unpleasant withdrawal symptoms when the substance is discontinued.

Drugs (substances) that affect the central nervous system and alter perception, mood, and

behavior are known as psychoactive substances. Psychoactive substances are commonly grouped

according to whether they are stimulants, depressants, or hallucinogens. Stimulants initially speed

up or activate the central nervous system, whereas depressants slow it down. Hallucinogens have

their primary effect on perception, distorting and altering it in a variety of ways including

producing hallucinations. These are the substances often called psychedelic (from the Greek word

meaning "mind-manifestation") because they seemed to radically alter one's state of

consciousness.

21. "Substances abuse" (line 4, paragraph 1) is preferable to "drug abuse" in that ________.

[A] substances can alter our bodily or mental functioning if illegally used

[B] "drug abuse" is only related to a limited number of drug-takers

[C] alcohol and tobacco are as fatal as heroin and cocaine

[D] many substances other than heroin or cocaine can also be poisonous

22. The word "pervasive" (line 1, paragraph 2) might mean ________.

[A] widespread [B] overwhelming

[C] piercing [D] fashionable

23. Physical dependence on certain substances results from ________.

[A] uncontrolled consumption of them over long periods of time

[B] exclusive use of them for social purposes

[C] quantitative application of them to the treatment of diseases

[D] careless employment of them for unpleasant symptoms

24. From the last paragraph we can infer that ________.

[A] stimulants function positively on the mind

[B] hallucinogens are in themselves harmful to health

[C] depressants are the worst type of psychoactive substances

[D] the three types of psychoactive substances are commonly used in groups

Text 2
In such a changing, complex society formerly simple solutions to informational needs become

complicated. Many of life’s problems which were solved by asking family members, friends or

colleagues are beyond the capability of the extended family to resolve. Where to turn for expert

information and how to determine which expert advice to accept are questions facing many people

today.
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In addition to this, there is the growing mobility of people since World War Ⅱ . As families

move away from their stable community, their friends of many years, their extended family

relationships, the informal flow of information is cut off, and with it the confidence that

information will be available when needed and will be trustworthy and reliable. The almost

unconscious flow of information about the simplest aspects of living can be cut off. Thus, things

once learned subconsciously through the casual communications of the extended family must be

consciously learned.

Adding to social changes today is an enormous stockpile of information. The individual now

has more information available than any generation, and the task of finding that one piece of

information relevant to his or her specific problem is complicated, time-consuming and sometimes

even overwhelming.

Coupled with the growing quantity of information is the development of technologies which

enable the storage and delivery of more information with greater speed to more locations than has

ever been possible before. Computer technology makes it possible to store vast amounts of data in

machine readable files, and to program computers to locate specific

information. Telecommunications developments enable the sending of messages via television,

radio, and very shortly electronic mail to bombard people with multitudes of messages. Satellites

have extended the power of communications to report events at the instant of occurrence.

Expertise can be shared worldwide through teleconferencing, and problems in dispute can be

settled without the participants leaving their homes and/or jobs to travel to a distant conference

site. Technology has facilitated the sharing of information and the storage and delivery of

information, thus making more information available to more people.

In this world of change and complexity, the need for information is of greatest importance.

Those people who have accurate, reliable up-to-date information to solve the day-to-day problems,

the critical problems of their business, social and family life, will survive and succeed.

“Knowledge is power” may well be the truest saying and access to information may be the most

critical requirement of all people.

25. The word “it” (line 3, Para. 2) most probably refers to _____.

［A］the lack of stable communities

［B］the breakdown of informal information channels

［C］the increased mobility of families

［D］the growing number of people moving from place to place

26. The main problem people may encounter today arises from the fact that _____.

［A］they have to learn new things consciously

［B］they lack the confidence of securing reliable and trustworthy information

［C］they have difficulty obtaining the needed information readily

［D］they can hardly carry out casual communications with an extended family.
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27. From the passage we can infer that _____.

［A］electronic mail will soon play a dominant role in transmitting messages

［B］it will become more difficult for people to keep secrets in an information era

［C］people will spend less time holding meetings or conferences

［D］events will be reported on the spot mainly through satellites

28. We can learn from the last paragraph that ______.

［A］it is necessary to obtain as much knowledge as possible

［B］people should make the best use of the information accessible

［C］we should realize the importance of accumulating information

［D］it is of vital importance to acquire needed information efficiently

Text 3
In the last half of the nineteenth century "capital" and "labor" were enlarging and perfecting

their rival organizations on modern lines. Many an old firm was replaced by a limited liability

company with a bureaucracy of salaried managers. The change met the technical requirements of

the new age by engaging a large professional element and prevented the decline in efficiency that

so commonly spoiled the fortunes of family firms in the second and third generation after the

energetic founders. It was moreover a step away from individual initiative, towards collectivism

and municipal and state-owned business. The railway companies, though still private business

managed for the benefit of shareholders, were very unlike old family business. At the same time

the great municipalities went into business to supply lighting, trams and other services to the

taxpayers.

The growth of the limited-liability-company and municipal business had important

consequences. Such large, impersonal manipulation of capital and industry greatly increased the

numbers and importance of shareholders as a class, an element in national life representing

irresponsible wealth detached from the land and the duties of the landowners; and almost equally

detached from the responsible management of business. All through the nineteenth century,

America, Africa, India, Australia and parts of Europe were being developed by British capital, and

British shareholders were thus enriched by the world ' s movement towards industrialization.

Towns like Bournemouth and Eastbound sprang up to house large. “Comfortable" classes who had

retired on their incomes, and who had no relation to the rest of the community except that of

drawing dividends and occasionally attending a shareholders' meeting to dictate their orders to the

management. On the other hand "shareholding" meant leisure and freedom which was used by

many of the later Victorians for the highest purpose of a great civilization.

The "shareholders" as such had no knowledge of the lives, thoughts or needs of the workmen

employed by the company in which he held shares, and his influence on the relations of capital

and labor was not good. The paid manager acting for the company was in more direct relation with

the men and their demands, but even he had seldom that familiar personal knowledge of the
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workmen which the employer had often had under the more patriarchal system of the old family

business now passing away. Indeed the mere size of operations and the numbers of workmen

involved rendered such personal relations impossible. Fortunately, however, the increasing power

and organization of the trade unions, at least in all skilled trades, enabled the workmen to meet on

equal terms the managers of the companies who employed them. The cruel discipline of the strike

and lockout taught the two parties to respect each other’ s strength and understand the value of fair

negotiation .

29. It's true of the old family firms that _______.

[A] they were spoiled by the younger generations

[B] they failed for lack of individual initiative

[C] they lacked efficiency compared with modem companies

[D] they could supply adequate services to the taxpayers

30. The growth of limited liability companies resulted in ______.

[A] the separation of capital from management

[B] the ownership of capital by managers

[C] the emergence of capital and labor as two classes

[D] the participation of shareholders in municipal business

31. According to the passage, all of the following are true except that ______.

[A] the shareholders were unaware of the needs of the workers

[B] the old firm owners hand a better understanding of their workers

[C] the limited liability companies were too large to run smoothly

[D] the trade unions seemed to play a positive role

32. The author is most critical of _____.

[A] family film owners [B] landowners [C] managers [D] shareholders

Text 4
The American economic system is organized around a basically private enterprise,

market-oriented economy in which consumers largely determine what shall be produced by

spending their money in the marketplace for those goods and services that they want most. Private

businessmen, striving to make profits, produce these goods and services in competition with other

businessmen; and the profit motive, operating under competitive pressures, largely determines

how these goods and services are produced. Thus, in the American economic system, it is the

demand of individual consumers, coupled with the desire of businessmen to maximize profits and

the desire of individuals to maximize their incomes, that together determine what shall be

produced and how resources are used to produce it.

An important factor in a market-oriented economy is the mechanism by which consumer

demands can be expressed and responded to by producers. In the American economy, this

mechanism is provided by a price system, a process in which prices rise and fall in response to

relative demands of consumers and supplies offered by seller-producers. If the product is in short
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supply relative to the demand, the price will be bid up and some consumers will be eliminated

from the market. If, on the other hand, producing more of a commodity results in reducing its cost,

this will tend to increase the supply offered by seller-producers, which in turn will lower the price

and permit more consumers to buy the product. Thus, price is the regulating mechanism in the

American economic system.

The important factor in a private-enterprise economy is that individuals are allowed to own

productive resources (private property ), and they are permitted to hire labor, gain control over

natural resources, and produce goods and services for sale at a profit. In the American economy,

the concept of private property embraces not only the ownership of productive resources but also

certain rights, including the right to determine the price of a product or to make a free contract

with another private individual.

33. In Line 8, Para.1, “the desire of individuals to maximize their incomes” means ______.

［A］Americans are never satisfied with their incomes

［B］Americans tend to overstate their incomes

［C］Americans want to have their incomes increased

［D］Americans want to increase the purchasing power of their incomes

34. The first two sentences in the second paragraph tell us that ______.

［A］producers can satisfy the consumers by mechanized production

［B］consumers can express their demands through producers

［C］producers decide the prices of products

［D］supply and demand regulate prices

35. According to the passage, a private-enterprise economy is characterized by _____.

［A］private property and rights concerned

［B］manpower and natural resources control

［C］ownership of productive resources

［D］free contracts and prices

36. The passage is mainly about ______.

［A］how American goods are produced

［B］how American consumers buy their goods

［C］how American economic system works

［D］how American businessmen make their profits

Text 5
If ambition is to be well regarded, the rewards of ambition — wealth, distinction, control

over one's destiny — must be deemed worthy of the sacrifices made on ambition's behalf. If the

tradition of ambition is to have vitality, it must be widely shared; and it especially must be highly

regarded by people who are themselves admired, the educated not least among them. In an odd
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way, however, it is the educated who have claimed to have give up ambition as an ideal. What is

odd is that they have perhaps most benefited from ambition — if not always their own then that of

their parents and grandparents. There is a heavy note of hypocrisy in this, a case of closing the

barn door after the horses have escaped — with the educated themselves riding on them.

Certainly people do not seem less interested in success and its signs now than formerly.

Summer homes, European travel, BMWs — The locations, place names and name brands may

change, but such items do not seem less in demand today than a decade or two years ago. What

has happened is that people cannot confess fully to their dreams, as easily and openly as once they

could, lest they be thought pushing, acquisitive and vulgar. Instead, we are treated to fine

hypocritical spectacles, which now more than ever seem in ample supply: the critic of American

materialism with a Southampton summer home; the publisher of radical books who takes his

meals in three-star restaurants; the journalist advocating participatory democracy in all phases of

life, whose own children are enrolled in private schools. For such people and many more perhaps

not so exceptional, the proper formulation is, "Succeed at all costs but avoid appearing ambitious."

The attacks on ambition are many and come from various angles; its public defenders are few

and unimpressive, where they are not extremely unattractive. As a result, the support for ambition

as a healthy impulse, a quality to be admired and fixed in the mind of the young, is probably lower

than it has ever been in the United States. This does not mean that ambition is at an end, that

people no longer feel its stirrings and promptings, but only that, no longer openly honored, it is

less openly professed. Consequences follow from this, of course, some of which are that ambition

is driven underground, or made sly. Such, then, is the way things stand: on the left angry critics,

on the right stupid supporters, and in the middle, as usual, the majority of earnest people trying to

get on in life.

37. It is generally believed that ambition may be well regarded if ________.

[A] its returns well compensate for the sacrifices

[B] it is rewarded with money, fame and power

[C] its goals are spiritual rather than material

[D] it is shared by the rich and the famous

38. The last sentence of the first paragraph most probably implies that it is________.

[A] customary of the educated to discard ambition in words

[B] too late to check ambition once it has been let out

[C] dishonest to deny ambition after the fulfillment of the goal

[D] impractical for the educated to enjoy benefits from ambition

39. Some people do not openly admit they have ambition because________.

[A] they think of it as immoral

[B] their pursuits are not fame or wealth

[C] ambition is not closely related to material benefits

[D] they do not want to appear greedy and contemptible
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40. From the last paragraph the conclusion can be drawn that ambition should be

maintained________.

[A] secretly and vigorously

[B] openly and enthusiastically

[C] easily and momentarily

[D] verbally and spiritually

Part B
Directions:

The following paragraph are given in a wrong order. For Questions 41-45, you are required
to reorganize these paragraphs into a coherent text by choosing from the list A-G to filling them
into the numbered boxes. Paragraphs E and G have been correctly placed. Mark your answers on
ANSWER SHEET 1. (10 points)

The time for sharpening pencils, arranging your desk, and doing almost anything else
instead of writing has ended. The first draft will appear on the page only if you stop avoiding the
inevitable and sit, stand up, or lie down to write. (41)Be flexible. Your outline should smoothly
conduct you from one point to the next, but do not permit it to railroad you. If a relevant and
important idea occurs to you now, work it into the draft. (42) Grammar, punctuation,
and spelling can wait until you revise. Concentrate on what you are saying. Good writing most
often occurs when you are in hot pursuit of an idea rather than in a nervous search for errors.

(43) 是大家网原创出品 Your pages will be easier to keep track of that way, and, if you
have to clip a paragraph to place it elsewhere, you will not lose any writing on the other side.

If you are working on a word processor, you can take advantage of its capacity to make
additions and deletions as well as move entire paragraphs by making just a few simple keyboard
commands. Some software programs can also check spelling and certain grammatical elements in
your writing. (44) 是 These printouts are also easier to read than the screen when you
work on revisions.

Once you have a first draft on paper, you can delete material that is unrelated to your thesis
and add material necessary to illustrate your points and make your paper convincing. The student
who wrote “The A & P as a State of Mind” wisely dropped a paragraph that questioned whether
Sammy displays chauvinistic attitudes toward women. (45) 是大家网原创出品

Remember that your initial draft is only that. You should go through the paper many times
– and then again – working to substantiate and clarify your ideas. You may even end up with
several entire versions of the paper. Rewrite. The sentences within each paragraph should be
related to a single topic. Transitions should connect one paragraph to the next so that there are no
abrupt or confusing shifts. Awkward or wordy phrasing or unclear sentences and paragraphs
should be mercilessly poked and prodded into shape.

[A] To make revising easier, leave wide margins and extra space between lines so that you can
easily add words, sentences, and corrections. Write on only one side of the paper.

[B] After you have clearly and adequately developed the body of your paper, pay particular
attention to the introductory and concluding paragraphs. It’s probably best to write the
introduction last, after you know precisely what you are introducing. Concluding paragraphs
demand equal attention because they leave the reader with a final impression.

[C] It’s worth remembering, however, that though a clean copy fresh off a printer may look
terrific, it will read only as well as the thinking and writing that have gone into it. Many
writers prudently store their data on disks and print their pages each time they finish a draft to
avoid losing any material because of power failures or other problems.

[D] It makes no difference how you write, just so you do. Now that you have developed a topic
into a tentative thesis, you can assemble your notes and begin to flesh out whatever outline
you have made.
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[E] Although this is an interesting issue, it has nothing to do with the thesis, which explains how
the setting influences Sammy’s decision to quit his job. Instead of including that paragraph,
she added one that described Lengel’s crabbed response to the girls so that she could lead up
to the A& P “policy” he enforces.

[F] In the final paragraph about the significance of the setting in “A & P,” the student brings
together the reasons Sammy quit his job by referring to his refusal to accept Lengel’s store
policies.

[G] By using the first draft as a means of thinking about what you want to say, you will very
likely discover more than your notes originally suggested. Plenty of good writers don’t use
outlines at all but discover ordering principles as they write. Do not attempt to compose a
perfectly correct draft the first time around.

Part C

Directions:

Read the following text carefully and then translate the underlined segments into Chinese. Your
translation should be written clearly on ANSWER SHEET 2. (10 points)

In his autobiography, Darwin himself speaks of his intellectual powers with extraordinary
modesty. He points out that he always experienced much difficulty in expressing himself clearly
and concisely, but (46) he believes that this very difficulty may have had the compensating
advantage of forcing him to think long and intently about every sentence, and thus enabling him to
detect errors in reasoning and in his own observations. He disclaimed the possession of any great
quickness of apprehension or wit, such as distinguished Huxley. (47) He asserted, also, that his
power to follow a long and purely abstract train of thought was very limited, for which reason he
felt certain that he never could have succeeded with mathematics. His memory, too, he described
as extensive, but hazy. So poor in one sense was it that he never could remember for more than a
few days a single date or a line of poetry. (48) On the other hand, he did not accept as well
founded the charge made by some of his critics that, while he was a good observer, he had no
power of reasoning. This, he thought, could not be true, because the “Origin of Species” is one
long argument from the beginning to the end, and has convinced many able men. No one, he
submits, could have written it without possessing some power of reasoning. He was willing to
assert that “I have a fair share of invention, and of common sense or judgment, such as every
fairly successful lawyer or doctor must have, but not, I believe, in any higher degree.” (49) He
adds humbly that perhaps he was “superior to the common run of men in noticing things which
easily escape attention, and in observing them carefully.”

Writing in the last year of his life, he expressed the opinion that in two or three respects his
mind had changed during the preceding twenty or thirty years. Up to the age of thirty or beyond it
poetry of many kinds gave him great pleasure. Formerly, too, pictures had given him considerable,
and music very great, delight. In 1881, however, he said: “Now for many years I cannot endure to
read a line of poetry. I have also almost lost my taste for pictures or music.” (50) Darwin was
convinced that the loss of these tastes was not only a loss of happiness, but might possibly be
injurious to the intellect, and more probably to the moral character.
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Section III: Writing (30 points)
Part A (10 points)
51.在某些地区塑料袋的禁止使用并不是很成功，因此白色污染仍然继续. 给当地报纸的编

辑写一封信，信内包括

1 给出自己简短的看法和观点

2 给出 2-3条建议

Part B
52. Directions:

Study the following cartoon and write an essay in which you should
1) describe the set of drawings, interpret its meaning, and
2) point out possible reasons and suggestions.

You should write about 200 words neatly on Answer Sheet 2.

中国高铁
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